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NEWSLETTER NO. 3 – EARLY JUNE 2021 
 

FIRST SECTION MOWED, BIRDS HAVE YET TO DISPERSE 
 

 
MAY 18 – First mowing of Count Circles 2A and 2B  Bales remain in field for now 

 
Well, as you can see from the photos, mid-May was our first mowing day and, inevitably, a two-edged 
sword.  It was a good one for mowing – the grass was high and lush and should provide a decent hay 
crop despite our decision to test the impact of a higher-than-normal cutting height (7 inches instead of 
3.5).  It was a bad day for those grassland birds which were on-nest when the mowing, raking and 
baling took place.   Cutting higher than normal may have spared some nests or eggs, but if there 
were any newly hatched nestlings (we have seen none to date), the elimination of any cover has 
been so seriously disruptive to nesting that it is likely that only the adults survived the mowing 
process.  
 
So, the key to breeding success in this early-mowed field appears to depend entirely on re-nesting. 
The area we mowed had been the most active breeding area prior to the cutting, and is adjacent to a 
similar plot that we are leaving un-mowed until mid-June.  We expected some dispersal of the birds 
from the mowed to the un-mowed areas, and some of this seems to be occurring.  However, our point 
counts show that the number of Eastern Meadowlarks and Grasshopper Sparrows observed has not 
declined in the mowed area despite the fact that the mowed grass is, for now, too short for 
nesting.   Instead we are observing that the breeding birds are reluctant to leave the newly-mowed 
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area where they had initially tried to nest. They are singing or calling from the stubble left between the 
hay bales, or from the hay bales themselves.   
 

 
Grasshopper Sparrow singing in unmowed section                 Eastern Meadowlark on cedar bordering a count circle 
 
Will this apparent fidelity to nesting sites continue even during the month or more that it may take for 
the grass to reach a height suitable for re-nesting?  That's what we will be watching for in the coming 
weeks -- how soon will the grass grow tall enough for re-nesting, and will the birds continue to hang 
around this same temporarily-unsuitable location waiting to re-nest even while suitable alternatives 
are nearby?  We hope the next month provides some answers, and allows us to judge whether it is 
better for the birds to mow early or late.  Meanwhile, we will be determining how the value of the hay 
crop varies between the early and late cuts.  The goal remains to find the sweet spot where the 
benefit to the birds is positive and the detriment to the haying operation is minimized. 
 
Please feel free to call David at any time with questions about this experiment. 
David Moulton at 240 278 4473, Moulton.DavidH@gmail.com. 
 
 
 


